Capability is
the culmination
of Innovation,
Experience
and Results

Our Advantage
MyModular are the only end to end
manufacturing company providing
modular lighting and power to the
construction industry.
Our plug and play solutions provide our clients with reduced labor costs, risk
reduction and time savings which is why we have worked on some of Australia’s
largest projects in the commercial sector.
Our industry experts provide modular solutions to our customers from design
stage through to installation. Given production is local, we can make what our
customers require in a way they want it packaged and delivered to where they
need it!

Saves time

Reduce risk

Future proof

Flexibility

“We constantly challenge
why electrical needs to be
so difficult!”

Innovation
Faster | Simpler | Safer

Designed and developed for electrical
installations in particular commercial + retail
lighting including 240V control and smart
lighting (DALI/KNX/DSI).

Extensive range of compact products for all
lighting and power installation in almost any
application allowing us to deliver complete
out of the box modular solutions from the
(prewired) switchboards through to and
including the (off-shelf pre-wired)
accessories.

Extra Low Voltage modular solutions allowing
us to deliver safe working voltages for
applications including temporary lighting on
construction sites.

Our Partners
The successful delivery of projects hinges on professional,
dependable partners.

Our Experience
600,000+

120+

lights wired using our
products

Large commercial
projects

20+

3,500+

Large hospital
projects

Modular buildings
including pods

400+

1,700,000+

High density residential
dwellings including
apartments

Products sold

“There is no substitute
for experience!”

120+ Large Commercial Projects

Barangaroo

839 Collins Street

900 Anne

3x commercial towers,
284,000m², all lighting wired
using WireByClick 5pin (DALI)
solution.

39,000m² of office, all lighting and
wiring used WireByClick 5pin
(DALI) solution. 2,000 floor boxes
all wired using MLEX solution.

20,000m² of office, >5,000 DALI
lights wired using WireByClick 5pin
solution

Sydney, NSW

Melbourne, VIC

Brisbane, QLD

727 Collins Street
Tower B
38 levels of office, all lighting (6,800
fittings) wired using WireByClick
5pin (DALI) solution.
Melbourne, VIC

120+ Large Commercial Projects

Bendigo Bank

SCG

Cloisters on Hay

SAGE Automation

DALI light fittings throughout
wired using WireByClick.

New Back-Of-House and
commercial area wired using
WiredByClick.

WireByClick 5pin DALI wiring
solutions for all lighting.

DALI lighting solution using
WireByClick and power using
MLEX.

Adelaide, SA

Perth, WA
Sydney, NSW

Adelaide, SA

20+ Large Hospital Projects

VCC

Sunshine Hospital

NRAH

20,000 DALI light fitting all wired
using WireByClick Spin (DALI)
solution.

All light+ power wired using MLEX
solution with accessories pre-wired
offsite.

8416 Rooms >40,000 DALI light fitting all wired using WireByClick Spin
(DALI) solution.

Melbourne, VIC

Melbourne, VIC

Adelaide, SA

20+ Large Hospital Projects

Gosford Hospital

Palmerston Hospital

Blacktown Hospital

Switchboard pre-wired using
MLEX, DALI lights wired with
WBC Spin solutions and 240V
standard lighting including
switching wired using MLEX.

Lighting throughout the hospital
has been completed using a
comination of the WireByClick and
MLEX Products.

DALI light fittings wired using WBC Spin and 2SOV standard lighting
using WBC 3Pin.

Darwin, NT
Gosford, NSW

Blacktown, NSW

3,500+ Modular buildings including pods
Turnkey modular electrical solutions including all light
and power being pre-wired using the MLEX solution.
This is issued in kits with pre-wired accessories for
zero terminations in the factory.

400+ High density residential apartments

Opera Apartments

Unison Apartments

Wiring of all light and power was
completed using the MLEX +
WireByClick solutions, all
switchboards pre-wired with MLEX
panel mount outlets.

Switchboards pre-wired offsite and
power + accessories pre-wired using
MLEX solution. All lighting wired using
MLEX + pre-made looms.
Brisbane, QLD

Brisbane, QLD

6,000+ Temporary
Lighting Products
ELV temporary lighting projects
on large construction sites last
year alone, with 6,000+ ELV
products already supplied to the
industry.
“The efficiency and simplicity of the
system has provided us with both a
solution and an investment.”
Nathan Hemmings
Stowe Australia

Our Results
MyModular Solution vs Traditional Installation.
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Our Results
The MyModular Solutions Efficiencies

50%
Less labour required
on projects

50%
Less equipment
hire needed

50%
Less facilities
required onsite

